
"Who created Iron Man?" (c / create-01 
:ARG0 ( u / unknow n)
:ARG1 ( i  / Iron_Man)

SELECT DISTINCT ?ur i
WHERE {
res:Iron_man dbo:cr eator  ?ur i
}

#1 SPARQL #2 AMR

"Who created Iron Man?" (c / create-01 
:ARG0 ( u / unknow n)
:ARG1 ( i  / Iron_Man)

SELECT DISTINCT ?ur i
WHERE {
res:Iron_man dbo:author  ?ur i
}

#2 SPARQL#1 AMR

"Cr ime rate in NYC?" (c / cr ime-02
:location (n / NYC)
:fr equency (r  / r ate-enti ty-91

:ARG1 (u / unknow n)))

SELECT ?rate
WHERE {
res:NYC dbo:cr imeRate ?rate
}

#2 SPARQL#1 AMR

SPARQL ranks higher :
Quer y l ikely OK

Explanation

Utterance l ikely ambiguous
creator  vs. author
'Hard' to detect

Explanation

Relation doesn't exist
Hallucination: cr imeRate
'Easy' to detect

Explanation

AMR-SPARQL 
Model

AMR-SPARQL 
Model

AMR-SPARQL 
Model

Figure 1: As a proxy for QA correctness, we test a joint AMR-SPARQL model, controlling for semantic relations
(in bold). Given an utterance like Who created Iron Man?, a model outputs a N-best list of candidates of mixed
representation types. When the relation creator is allowed (top), we expect the model to rank SPARQL higher than
AMR. If the we change the ontology, the AMR may rank higher (middle), suggesting an ambiguity exists (creator
⌅ author). Models also produce non-existent relations (bottom), detected via ranking or a look-up operation.

5 Experiments

To gain insight into our hypothesis that AMRs can
help detect SPARQL relation hallucinations (§4),
we first report on experiments in semantic repre-
sentation parsing, a first-of-its-kind in a diverse
multilingual setting. Next, we experimentally con-
firm models do indeed hallucinate relations, before
moving on to our target task of hallucination de-
tection. We compare in-context learning and fine-
tuned LLMs, training and evaluating on an existing
corpus of questions with gold AMRs and SPARQL
and sampled MASSIVE-AMR. We are guided by
the following research questions:

1. How effective are LLMs at parsing AMRs
and SPARQL queries across languages?

2. How prevalent are SPARQL relation halluci-
nations with generative models?

3. How accurate are models at detecting hallu-
cinated SPARQL relations?

4. Can we use a joint AMR-SPARQL model to
do better relation hallucination detection?

The standard approach to study the coverage of
a set of relations is use all the data associated with
a relation set R to train semantic parser SPR; we
then remove all examples that contain relation rj
and train SP{R�rj}, measuring how well the model
does for queries likely to require rj .

An advantage of training a joint AMR-SPARQL
model from scratch is having complete control over
the input relations; a disadvantage is that, in the
case we use a LLM, we have no knowledge about
what relations the model may have seen in pre-
training. For our early experiments, we use LLMs
trained on 1000s of examples without hard con-
straints on allowed relations4.

We define hallucination detection as the ability
of an LLM to verify produced relations are mem-
bers of a predefined set. We consider cases of hard

hallucination detection, when a model produces a
relation that may be imprecise, a case which occurs
when the needed relation for a query is not cov-
ered by a given R. For experiments, we compare
in-context learning with fine-tuned LLMs.

5.1 In-context Learning

For in-context learning, we use GPT models (Ope-
nAI, 2023) (GPT-3.5/GPT-4-0613) with prompts of
length <2400 tokens (see Appendix C) composed
employing strategies we describe in this section.

Strategy #1: Constrain and verify relations.
Prompts include a list of allowed SPARQL rela-
tions with which we instruct the model to verify
predicted relations. For in-context learning, we

4Ideally, this could be done at decoding time, setting logits
of all non-relation tokens to -inf after a colon, an unambigu-
ous signal of a SPARQL relation.


